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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello. I’m Rhys Stevens and I’m a librarian here at the University of Lethbridge. I wear a number of different hats at the Library… I have subject responsibilities, I’m the library’s contact for Statistics Canada’s Data Liberation Initiative… and I’m responsible for government documents, maps, numeric data and spatial data.��So welcome to my presentation about Open Data and Canada’s Open Government Portals for this year’s Open Access Week. “Open Data” and “Open Government” are terms you’ve probably heard about over the years… and today I’m going to introduce you to what has been happening with them in Canada… I’ll show you three examples of open government portals that our federal, provincial and municipal governments are using to make their data available, and I’ll also show you tools that you can use when working with datasets for your own research.�����



A FEW DEFINITIONS
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Presentation Notes
Let’s start off with a few definitions. First let’s define what is meant by the term “open knowledge.”��The Open Knowledge Foundation describes Open knowledge as being, “any content, information or data that people are free to use, re-use and re-distribute – without any legal, technological or social restriction.”��Basically “open Knowledge” means you have carte blanche… complete freedom over what you want to do with this knowledge.��



”

“Open Government is about making government more 
accessible to everyone. This means giving greater access 
to government data and information to the Canadian 
public and the business community. [Link]

About Open Government
Government of Canada (2019, Sept.)
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Next let’s describe Open Government… it’s a part of the Open Knowledge ecosystem… and it relates to making government more accessible to everyone.��The Government of Canada says that “This means giving greater access to government data and information to the Canadian public and the business community.” Notice that here they distinguish between government data and government information under their Open Government umbrella.Essentially, Open government is an approach to governance that focuses on transparency, accountability, and citizen participation.��There’s also a federal Directive on Open Government… Canada has an “open by default” policy and this policy provides clear and mandatory requirements to departments to ensure that Canadians get access to as much government information and data as possible.��It was back in 2011 that our federal gov’t joined with other countries as part of an Open Governments Partnership… and the next year -- 2012 -- Canada’s open data portal became a permanent program.

https://open.canada.ca/en/about-open-government


”

“ Open Data is a growing movement where organizations, 
especially government, release data to the public for use free 
of charge; allowing residents, students, educators, start-ups, 
and businesses to access and leverage the data for their needs. 
Location data represents a large portion of open data, 
approximately 60-80% of all open datasets. [Link]

Ryan Garnett
City of Toronto Manager Geospatial Data Integration & Access (2019, Aug.)
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Let’s now move on to Open Data. ��We just heard that Open Government includes opening up access to BOTH information AND data. So you can think of Open Data as a sub-set of Open Government.I like a description of Open Data being used by Ryan Garnett who works with the City of Toronto. He describes it as being:��“…a growing movement where organizations, especially government, release data to the public for use free of charge; allowing residents, students, educators, start-ups, and businesses to access and leverage the data for their needs. Location data represents a large portion of open data, approximately 60-80% of all open datasets.“��So keep that last point in mind…. many open datasets include locational data.

https://medium.com/@ryan.garnett/towards-location-intelligence-open-data-and-the-qgis-ckan-browser-plugin-72883035009


OPEN DATA – KEY POINTS

Open data is defined as structured data that is machine-readable, freely shared, used and built 
on without restrictions. The key points to remember about open data are:

• Availability and access

• Re-use and redistribution

• Universal participation

- Open Data 101, Government of Canada (2020, November)
- What is Open? Open Knowledge Foundation 
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So what differentiates Open data from other types of data?��Like other types, Open Data is structured data that is machine-readable… BUT only Open Data can be freely shared, used and built upon without restrictions.��Key points to remember are:�Availability and Access: meaning that data must be available as a whole, preferably via the Internet; and must also be available in a convenient and modifiable form.Data must be provided under terms that permit re-use and redistribution including the intermixing with other datasets.�Lastly, Universal participation: means that everyone must be able to use, re-use and redistribute data. There should be no discrimination against fields of endeavour or against persons or groups. This also means that 'non-commercial' restrictions are not allowed. I took these points from Canada’s Open Data 101 site… it uses the exact same wording as recommended by the Open Knowledge Foundation. In addition, the Foundation also adds that Open knowledge is what open data becomes when it’s useful, usable and used.

https://open.canada.ca/en/open-data-principles
https://okfn.org/opendata/


WHAT KINDS OF OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA ARE 
AVAILABLE?
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Now that we know more about both Open Government and Open Data… let’s examine what kinds of Open Government Data are being made available.



EXAMPLES OF OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA

There are many kinds of open data that have potential uses and applications:

• Culture: Data about cultural works and artifacts 

• Science: Data produced as part of scientific research 

• Finance: Data such as government accounts and information on financial markets 

• Statistics: Data produced by statistical offices

• Weather: The many types of information about weather and climate

• Environment: Information related to the natural environment

SOURCE: https://okfn.org/opendata/
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The Open Knowledge Foundation provides a listing of Open Data examples that have potential uses and applications. Included are:��Culture Data: which is about cultural works and artifacts generally collected and held by galleries, libraries, archives and museums.�Science Data: that is produced as part of scientific research… from astronomy to zoology and everything in between.�Finance Data: such as government accounts of expenditures and revenues�Statistics Data: which is produced by statistical offices and includes such things as the census and key socio-economic indicators.�Weather Data: useful for understanding and predicting the weather and climate.�AND Environment Data: which is information related to the natural environment… for example, data about the presence and levels of pollutants, water quality in rivers and lakes, etc.��The good news for US is that Canadian Open Data sources include all of these types of Open Government Data.��

https://okfn.org/opendata/


HOW & WHERE DO YOU FIND OPEN 
GOVERNMENT DATA?
EXAMPLES OF CANADIAN GOVERNMENT PORTALS: FEDERAL, PROVINCIAL AND MUNICIPAL 
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Presentation Notes
Having an idea of what sort of Open Data we’re likely to find is helpful when exploring Open Data Portals. These portals are simply websites that describe, aggregate and make available for download collections of open datasets.��Let’s begin by looking at the Government of Canada’s Open Data Portal… as well as portals from the Province of Alberta and the City of Lethbridge.



CANADA’S OPEN GOVERNMENT PORTAL

• A one-stop location to access to the Government of Canada’s searchable open data and open 
information, together with open dialogue

• Part of the federal government’s commitment to enhance transparency and accountability.

• Apps Gallery

• Frequently Asked Questions

• Open Data User Stories – how Open Data is being used.
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Canada’s Open Government Portal is actually the starting point for BOTH it’s available open data AND it’s open information – open information refers to publications and reports.�It’s billed as a one-stop location to access all sorts of material from federal departments. Interestingly, it also provides access to provincial and municipal information as well… so be aware it’s not just data from the federal government.��

https://open.canada.ca/en/apps
https://open.canada.ca/en/frequently-asked-questions
https://open.canada.ca/en/stories


GOVERNMENT OF CANADA 
OPEN DATA PORTAL
https://open.canada.ca/en/open-data
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To find the portal, use the web address here… or simply Google “open data” … we’ll go there in a moment.��Canada’s Open Government website includes roughly 27,000 separate datasets in their Open Data Portal and about 3,000 Open Information items. They’re actually two separate portals but you can search them together as one.��To find data in the Open Data portal, use the « Search » box to search by keyword or you can browse by subject.��>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>GO TO PORTAL<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<�-- EXAMPLE SEARCH: “public library”… brings back a record for “Ontario public library statistics” [NOTE it’s “Provincial” indicator]; NOTE the “Organization” that provided the data and “Formats”��-- Clicking the title shows what it available for download…. Mainly CSV datasets – there is also a data dictionary and an HTML link.�There are many LIMITERS that you can apply to your search results to filter them.�-- For example, “Organization”; “portal type” (Open Data vs. Open Information), Jurisdiction, Subject, File format, etc.�  ���

https://open.canada.ca/en/open-data


ALBERTA’S OPEN DATA CATALOGUE

• Open Government Portal is collection of datasets and publications by government 
departments and agencies. The public can use and access this data freely to learn 
more about how government works, carry out research or build web apps.

• The Open Government Program launched in November 2012; Open Data Portal V. 
1.0 in May, 2013. Include are 23,300+ open publications and 2,800+ open datasets.

• EXAMPLES:
• Open Government Program Visualizations & Apps

• Frequency and Ranking of Baby Names by Year and Gender, 1980-2021 [Dataset]

• Web Usage Metrics of the Open Government Portal
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We’ll now move on to Alberta’s Open Data Catalogue, which is part of its Open Government portal… Alberta’s program was launched in 2012 and there are now 2,800 open datasets and 23,000 publications available.��Unlike the federal site, searches need to be performed separately in different portals when looking for EITHER Open Data OR Open Publications.��This Open Government site also provides examples of visualizations built using open data as well as web metrics indicating those datasets being accessed most frequently.

https://open.alberta.ca/interact/visualization
https://open.alberta.ca/blog/?page_id=115
https://open.alberta.ca/dataset/11245675-b047-49fc-8bd1-cc2ce8314a6d/resource/e8aac308-c754-484c-b446-0c57ed0e8d37/download/baby-names-frequency.xlsx
https://open.alberta.ca/analytics/


GOVERNMENT OF ALBERTA
OPEN DATA CATALOGUE
https://open.alberta.ca/opendata
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>GO TO PORTAL<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<�(1) If we visit the Alberta Open Data Catalogue and perform a search for “Parks and Protected Areas”…You’ll note that after doing a keyword search, there is the ability to Refine your search… to narrow down to specific Topics, Publishers,  or File Format types.��Click on the dataset title link to view and select the files for download; there are various file types available.��(2) Let’s now do another search, this time for “Baby Names”….��Note that we can preview the contents of this datafile; Notice also the ability to get the API link. These links are used by programmers who can use it to connect their software to the data.

https://open.alberta.ca/opendata


LETHBRIDGE’S OPEN DATA CATALOGUE

• Download, visualize and analyze raw data and share your insights with our community or build new 
applications that serve specific users; includes 48 datasets, 42 documents & 9 apps & maps

• Provides several interactive web mapping applications for you to access and view some of the 
information available through the Open Data Catalogue.

• EXAMPLES of APPS:

• Property Information / Lethbridge Explorer / Fire Incidents / Lethbridge Census
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Continuing our tour, we’ll move closer to home and examine the City of Lethbridge’s Open Data Catalogue.��Although a little smaller in terms of total dataset numbers, it provides access to quite a few popular spatial datasets and various web mapping applications. ��Using the Property Info App, for example, you can view up-to-date assessment and taxation information for properties across Lethbridge. 

https://gis.lethbridge.ca/propertyinfo
https://gis.lethbridge.ca/lethexplorer
https://gis.lethbridge.ca/firemap
https://gis.lethbridge.ca/census


CITY OF LETHBRIDGE OPEN 
DATA CATALOGUE
https://opendata.lethbridge.ca/
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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>OPEN SITE<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<��(1) From the catalogue, let’s Browse to the ‘Land and Property’ category… and we’ll scroll down to the ‘Greenspace’ dataset and Click on it. You can see we’re again able to peer into the dataset using the portal itself but this time we’re looking at the data’s locational information on a map.��We have the ability to use a viewer to zoom-in-and-out to see more or less detail. ��We can also download the data… there are options for various available formats.��And there’s also a ‘View Table’ button to see a tabular representation of the data.��(2) I’ll now show you one of the Apps available on the site which was created by city using their Open Data… their Property Information App.��

https://opendata.lethbridge.ca/


OTHER OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA SOURCES 
[EXAMPLES]
• City of Vancouver Open Data Portal – Map builder & Chart builder

• City of Toronto Open Data Portal

• Open Calgary

Other Sources Containing Links to Open Data
• GIS & Spatial Data Library Guide [U. of Lethbridge]

• Numeric Data & Statistics Library Guide [U. of Lethbridge]

Searching for Data (Including from Open Data Portals)
• Google Dataset Search
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I’ve now shown you three examples of Open Government Portals but there’s many more out there… some other notable Canadian one are from the cities of Vancouver, Toronto and Calgary. They’re making available all sorts of data and also provide sophisticated tools for visualizing that data using the sites themselves.��If anyone is looking for particular thematic data or data from different geographic regions, two Library guides I created provide suggestions.Lastly, you can also use the Google Dataset Search to search for data from across multiple open government sites… it’ll return results from each of the portals I’ve shown you today. 

https://opendata.vancouver.ca/pages/home/
https://opendata.vancouver.ca/map/
https://open.toronto.ca/
https://data.calgary.ca/
https://library.ulethbridge.ca/spatial_data
https://library.ulethbridge.ca/numeric_data
https://datasetsearch.research.google.com/


HOW DO YOU MAKE USE OF OPEN DATA?
EXAMPLES USING DOWNLOADED DATA
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Let’s now turn our attention to some simple examples of how you can actually make use of the data contained in datasets…  one example each from three different portals.�



ONTARIO PUBLIC LIBRARY STATISTICS [CSV DATASET] 

Download CSV Dataset Select CSV Table Columns
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The first example of using open data comes from the Gov’t of Canada Open Data Portal.  This is the dataset I downloaded earlier… a large spreadsheet file containing self-reported data (financial info, holdings, staffing, etc.) from public libraries across Ontario.  One of the columns contains the physical address of the library and there is another column for ‘Library Group Type’.



ONTARIO PUBLIC LIBRARY STATISTICS [BATCHGEO]

Copy & Paste CSV Column Values Create a Geolocated “Pin Map”
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I used Excel to select several columns of interest -- including the physical address column -- from the spreadsheet and I used a free tool called BATCHGEO to geo-locate the Library locations on a Google maps “pin map” which you can see on the right. At the bottom of that map, you can see BATCHGEO also took the “Library Group Type” and colour-coded the pins using those categories.��>>>>>OPEN “PIN MAP” LINK<<<<<<<��BATCHGEO�https://batchgeo.com/ 

https://batchgeo.com/map/3c385c5598eef1961a924b79a91bc649


ALBERTA PARKS & PROTECTED AREAS [SHP FILE] 

Download Zipped SHP File Extract Zipped SHP File
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My second example comes from data downloaded from the Alberta Open Data Catalogue… remember the Parks &  Protected Areas dataset?  The downloaded shapefiles come as a Zipped folder which first needs to be extracted. Once extracted, you can open Shapefiles using GIS software tools like QGIS.��QGIS stands for “Quantum GIS” and is open source GIS software that is free to use.



ALBERTA PARKS & PROTECTED AREAS [QGIS] 
Using QGIS, Add Shapefile Layer & Basemap to Create Custom Map

Shapefile Layer

Basemap
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This is what the QGIS software looks like… on the left you can see that I’ve added my downloaded Shapefile layer showing Alberta’s Parks and Protected Areas.  I’ve also added a ‘Basemap’ layer called ESRI Topo.��The Shapefile is visually represented overtop of the Basemap layer and shows up in GREEN on the map pane. This is the beginning of a simple map.��>>>>>>OPEN QGIS VIEW<<<<<<<<<<< 



LETHBRIDGE STREETS, TRAILS & PICNIC TABLES 
[ONLINE VIEWER]

Download Data or Use the Built-in Online Viewer Tools to Combine Data Layers

Picnic Tables

Street Network

Trail System

Link to Web Map

Picnic Tables

Street Network

Trail System

Link to Web Map
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My third example comes from the Lethbridge Open Data Catalogue. What you see here on the left are three different datafiles – which are Shapefiles for the city’s Street Network, Trail System and Picnic Tables -- that can be downloaded. BUT this portal provides a built-in viewer that allows you to Create a Basic Map using their Shapefile layers without having to use GIS software.��You can see on the right that I used this tool to create a simple map showing all three layers for a specific area in the City… in this case Indian Battle Park in the river valley. �� >>>>>CLICK LINK TO WEB MAP<<<<<<<�

https://opendata.lethbridge.ca/maps/cb7d0b46dc6640dea5a5fc38b9faa9af/explore?location=49.694942%2C-112.860975%2C16.77
https://opendata.lethbridge.ca/maps/cb7d0b46dc6640dea5a5fc38b9faa9af/explore?location=49.694942%2C-112.860975%2C16.77


LETHBRIDGE LAND PARCELS [AUTODESK VIEWER]

Download Zipped .DWG File & Extract View in CAD Software or Free Viewer
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Lethbridge also makes available some specialized files which must be downloaded and opened in specialized software. These .DWG files show land parcels which identify areas of land with defined boundaries used in determining land ownership. They’re opened using CAD software for Computer Aided Design. On the right you can see that I was able to look at the file using a free online viewer.��>>>>>OPEN FREE VIEWER LINK<<<<<<<<

https://autode.sk/2ZiwuhH


TOOLS FOR MAKING USE OF USING OPEN DATA [EXAMPLES]

Datawrapper Example 1
Datawrapper Example 2
Datawrapper Example 1
Datawrapper Example 2
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There are many software tools out there – some free… others open source – that can be used to open the datafiles you download from Open Government Portals.  Here are examples of popular tools. 

https://www.datawrapper.de/_/Ci83m/
https://www.datawrapper.de/_/Yshgi/
https://www.datawrapper.de/_/Ci83m/
https://www.datawrapper.de/_/Yshgi/


FILE FORMATS FOUND IN OPEN DATA PORTALS

• Formats for Standard Datasets

• CSV, JSON, Excel

• Formats for Geospatial Datasets

• GeoJSON, Shapefile, KML

• Other Formats

• DWG, TIFF / GeoTIFF, ECW, MrSID

What the @#%! is a Shapefile? A beginner’s guide to open data file formats [Toronto Open Data]
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As you’ve probably noticed already, there can be a bewildering variety of file formats made available in open government portals. “Standard” datasets are often available as spreadsheets… while “Geospatial” datasets are most often available as Shapefiles or similar file types… there are, of course, “Other” formats included as well such as the DWG files and several other specialized geospatial formats.�The Toronto Open Data site provides a handy webpage for understanding these file formats.

https://open.toronto.ca/what-the-is-a-shapefile/


FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
LEARN MORE ABOUT OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA RESOURCES & HOW TO MAKE USE OF THEM
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For anyone interested in additional information about Open Government Data, the next two slides provide a variety of links for you to explore…



OPEN DATA & OPEN GOVERNMENT RESOURCES

• Datalibre.ca – Discussion of issues around access to government data in Canada.

• Canadian Open Data Society

• Past Webinars (Recordings): “A Year of COVID-19 Open Data”, “Introduction to the Beauties of Data 
Visualization.”

• Open Knowledge Foundation [UK] - Not-for-profit organization advocating for non-personal information 
is open, free.

• Open Data Handbook - Guides, case studies and resources for government & civil society on the "what, 
why & how" of open data.

Presenter
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Here’s some general information about “Open Data” and “Open Government”…

http://datalibre.ca/
https://www.opendatasociety.ca/
https://www.opendatasociety.ca/recordings-from-past-webinars
https://okfn.org/
https://opendatahandbook.org/


TOOLS & TRAINING FOR MAKING USE OF OPEN DATA 

• Open Data Tools [Open Knowledge Foundation] – Visualization, Data, Source Code, etc.

• School of Data Courses [Open Knowledge Foundation] - Series of independent learning modules 
(Fundamentals, Cleaning,  Exploring, Extracting, etc.)

• Data.Europa Academy [Publications Office of European Union]

• QGIS Training Tutorials: Using Spatial Data in Geographic Information Systems [Statistics Canada]

• Creating Maps in QGIS: A Quick Guide [U. of Waterloo]

• Resources.data.gov [U.S. Gov’t] – Repository of policies, tools, case studies. Aimed at those providing
open data.

• Open Government Learning Hub [Gov’t of Canada]

Presenter
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And here are some sites providing information about tools and training for making use of Open Data.

http://opendata-tools.org/en/
https://schoolofdata.org/courses/
https://data.europa.eu/en/academy
https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/89be0c73-6f1f-40b7-b034-323cb40b8eff
https://lib.uwaterloo.ca/locations/umd/digital/documents/CreatingMapsinQGISTutorial_2013.pdf
https://resources.data.gov/
https://open.canada.ca/en/learning-hub


CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

• I’ve only shown a handful of Open Government Data portals as examples -- there are many more!

• Discovery tools used for hosting and finding data sets are similar but different.

• Some portals allow users to peer into datafiles using tools built into the interface.

• Using downloaded data requires some knowledge of software tools for viewing and analyzing content.

• Access to Open Government Data is ever-improving and available datasets are growing in number.

• Try digging into Open Data yourself!

Presenter
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In conclusion…



QUESTIONS?

Rhys Stevens, University of Lethbridge Library
Contact: rhys.stevens@uleth.ca

Presenter
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Thanks for attending my presentation and should you have questions, feel free to contact me!

mailto:rhys.stevens@uleth.ca
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